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Scheduled
Bill Me dley and Bobby
Hatfield, the Righteous
lIrothers, will perform Friday,
October 25, at 8 p.m. at the
SavannahCivic Center. Tickets
for this Armstrong-sponsored
concert are $4 for students and
$5 for the general public and
may be purchased at the
Student Activities Office.
Recently reunited, the
Righteous Brothers don't
intend to become nostalgic
relics.Utilizing materials from
composers Barry Mann, S1:evie
Wonder, and Lambert/Potter,
Harfield and Medley plan on
developing new successes based
on their unique blend of blues,
SP1~:tUa:, rock, jazz, and soul.
. We re looking forward to
d~mg ~me new and exciting
things, notes Bill. "We don't
want to be put in the 'oldie but
goodie' bag. In fact, we've
turned down a lot of nostalgia
concerts for that reason. We
want Our Successes to be based
on the present, not. the past. H
"In OUf future shows we
don't plan to forget our old
hits, however," adds Bobby.
"Too many acts do that, and
their audiences are
disappointed."
In 1968, the team decided
to separate, offering their need'
to explore their individual'
talents and abilities as the
r~ason for terminating the
high l y popular musical
partnership that rocketed them
to stardom with such hits as
"Y ,ou ve lost that Loving
Feeling" and "Soul and
Inspiration" during the early
and mid-60's.
The Righteous Brothers'
come back as a team was
offidaily heralded by their
appearance as hosts of an April
e p Is o d e of television's
"Midnight Special."
Righteous Bros.
Fr-iday
October 25,
8p.m.
Civic Center
asc
Attention, Job-Hunters
armstrong state college
11935 abercorn street ext.
savannah, georgia 31406
The Armstrong Office of graduate schools. Each student
_ Career Development and is allowed a thirty minute
Placement Services is now open interview with the job recruiter
to assist students in locating 0 r g r ad u ate s c h 0 0]
full-time and part-time jobs. representative. Interviews are
Under the direction of Ms. held in Conference Room A of
Myrtle Foster, this new' ·the Administration Building.
department is designed to. A credentials folder
provide a wide range of containing personal data and
"sources, resourses, references for each student is
information, and experiences kept by the Placement Office.
for career planning, career Serving the purpose of a
employment, and career resume, this folder can be
development in business, mailed anywhere at the
industry, education, student's request, free of
govemment, and- military for charge,
undergraduate, graduate, and These services are available
alumni." to all students. It should be
The Placement Office noted, however, that "only
provides every senior with the persons registered with the
opportunity to meet with placement office are eligible
prospective emploeyrs or for interviews." To register, a
(Staff Pb!.to) representatives of certain student must contact Ms.
Foster during the fall quarter
of his senior year. He must
then complete a College
Interview Form and a
Permission Release Form,
which allows the office to
release information about the
student.
A stu den t who wishes to
obtain a part time job does not
need to register. He can simply
check .the Job Card File
located in the Administration
Building.
Ms. Foster commented that
the Planning Office seeks the
help alumni and students in
reporting job opportunities.
Any student who is aware of a
possible job opening should
inform Ms. Foster.
Employee recruiters
representing the following
Ms. Mertle Foster
Non.Prnfit Organizatloll-
u. s. Postage
PAID
Savannah, Ga.
Permit No. 380
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CAREER PLANNING, SERVICESOFFERED
Pollution Experiment Assembled
In commemoration of
Cleaner Ai r Week, the
Southeast Branch of the
Georgia Lung Association has
installed an air pollution
experimen t on the roof of an
ASCbuilding.
The experimental apparatus
consists of articles of everyday
use permanently mounted on a
wooden structure. The items
being exposed to air pollutants
range from a metal auto chasis,
to indoor-outdoor carpeting, to
window glass, An exact replica
of the Armstrong experimental
apparatus has also been
installed in downtown
Savannah.
Durmg Cleaner Air Week
1975, the end of the
experimentation period, both
displays will be chemically
analyzed by the Georgia
Institute of Technology in
Atlanta for signs of
deterioration and pollution
damage.
"The City of Savannah has
the highest degree of air
pollution in the state, and thus
far are being very complacen t
about this," says Mrs. Jane
Gaston, Program Consultant of
the Georgia Lung Association.
"We feel a great majority of
this pollution is being caused
by au tomobile and truck
traffic. Savannah is crazy about
tast cars, backyard burning and
smoking, and the steady rise of
respiratory illness an d disease
in this area is unbelievable, yet
people continue smoking in
public places; inconsiderate of
the non-smoker, and they
continue driving to their corner
store to pick up a loaf of
bread. Something has got to be
done and an organization such
as ours just can't do "it by
ourselves. After the experiment
is over and the articles have
been analyzed, they will be put
on display so everyone can see
the harmful effects for
themselves."
firms and organizations will be
interviewing ASC students on
campus from 9:30 to 4:30
during the upcoming week:
United Companies -
October 25 - interviewing any
majors for Sales/Management
positions.
F .B.1. - October 29 -
interviewing any majors.
Prudential Life Insurance -
October 30 - interviewing any
majors for professional sales
positions.
More information on these
and future recruiting projects
can be obtained at the
Placement office. The brochure
"Selling Yourself at Your Job
Interview" will be given free of
charge to ail students filing
Placement credentials.
Students who would like to
know more about this service
can contact Ms. Foster at her
office in the Administration
Building between the hours of
8:15and5:00P.M.
SGANews
SGA elections ..will be held
October 30-31 for History, Pol.
Science and Freshman Senators.
The 'Deadline for entering is
October 28. The traffic com-
mittee will meet Fridays to hear
Appeals. They meet in the Con-
ference room upstairs in the
MCC.
Allocations: $500 to help
sponsor Sav'h. Inv.lntercollegiate
Bowling Tourney; $150 to help
send a rep to the Nat'! Orienta-
tion Director's Conference.
The Inkwell
LavvOpensSfudenfFUes
Charles Whitlock, Dean of
Harvard College. "There will be
a tendency for them not to be
as honest as they were
previously," he said.
Stanford President Richard
Lyman has written Sen.
Buckley that his amendment is
causing "considerable anxiety"
among members of the
American Association of
Universities, noting that"
"obviously a personal
recommendation is not likely
to be candid if the writer
knows it can be read by the
subject."
Lobbyist John Morse,
director of government
relations for the American
Council on Education, said the
concerns for educators were
multifoid: "Should records
written two or three years
before the law was enacted be
opened?" he asked,
"considering the violation of
privacy of the persons who in
good faith wrote confidential
Please see page 12
College students now have otherwise inappropriate data
complete access to all contained therein."
confidential school files kept The law furthermore forbids
on them, under the terms of a third parties - including most
new federal law. federal agencies - access to
An amendment to the student records, unless the
Education Act of 1965, student has given written
sponsored by Conservative Sen. consent.
James Buckley of New York, A schooi may lose its
gives college students access to federal aid if it "permits the
their own files, including high release" of personally
school and college personal identifiable records or files of
recommendations. For students to anyone except:
students whe haven't reached school officials and teachers
18, the same rights are "who have legitimate
transferred to their parents. educational interests"; the
The law goes into effect officials of a school to which a
November 20. student is transferring (if the
The material open to student approves), and federal
student inspection includes and state education officers if
everything in his or her record: the records are necessary to
identifying data; scores on audit and evaluate federally
standardized intelligence, supported education programs.
achievement, and aptitude Schools can also lose funds
tests; academic work for failure to inform students
completed; level of of their rights concerning
achievement, including grades student records. HEW has set
and test results; attendance up an administrative office and
data; interest inventory results; a review board to investigate
health data; family background and settle complaints of
information; teacher or violations.
counselor ratings and The Buckley amendment
observations and verified has drawn shudders from most
reports of "serious or college administrators who
recurrent" behavior patterns. envision bureaucratic overload
Requests to see the material an d serious ethical and
must be honored within 45 practical problems in regard to
days. students' letters of
Students may then request a" recommendation.
hearing to challenge the "Letters of recomrnenda-
content of school records and tion may tend to be worthless
to request deletion of if facuity know that students
"inaccurate. misleading. or may read them." commented
Don't Become One More Casualty
Of "Watergate Fall-Out"
Special Elections for Intent to run forms are
student representatives from required of all candidates by
the History Political Science October 28.
and Nursing Departments and
the Freshman Class are being
held October 30, 31.
October 23, 1974
I
(Staff Photo)
Professor Tee Brower and assistant, place plants in the
Biology Department's new Controlled Environment
Chamber. Donated by the. Lane Foundation, this $9,000
apparatus will enabte students in botany and plant
physiology courses to stlfdy the effects on plant growth
of such environmental factors as light, humidity, and
temperatu:re.
SEMINAR CONTINUES
United Christians on
Campus continues its seminar,
"The Church in Society."
today and tomorrow, 12:30
P.M. each day in Room 213 of
the Memorial Student Center.
Today:: "Creative Worship,"
with Star Bowen. (Bring your
crayons?) Tomorrow (Thurs.),
"Electronic Worship." (Bring
your MOOG?) For an
interesting, different.
lunch-hour.
ATTENTION,
CARD-SHARPES!
The Savannah Duplicate
GET OFF YOUR DUFF
AND VOTE!
(staff Photo)
Mr. McCracken, a new member of the
Lane Llbr~ry faculty, will be developing
and coordmatmg the Audio- Visual Medin
and Instructional Development Services
at ASC. A University of Denver
grodu at e, Mr. McCracken has had
preotous experience with the innovative
COl/lm'mity College System of Florida.
(Staff Photo)
Mr. Jerry Sandy will seroe as Assistant to
the Head Librarian and Coordinator of
Technical Services and Periodicals
beginning this quarter. Mr. Sandy, who
has a Masters in Library Science from
Florida State University, will handle the'
acquisition, cataloguing, and processing
of pnnted and non-printed materials.
Bridge Club and the Alliance
Bridge Club cordially invite
Armstrong's br id ge-playing
students to attend any of the
several weekly duplicate bridge
garnes held locally.
The Savannah Duplicate
Bridge Club has a weekly game
each Monday evening at 7:30
p.m. at the First Federal
Penthouse at Abercom and
Broughton Streets.
The Alliance Bridge Club
has two games, both held at
the Jewish Educational
Alliance, 5111 Abercorn
Street. One game is on
Wednesday afternoons at I
p.m., and the other on
Thursday nights at 7: 30 p.m.
All that is required at each
game is that a player come
with his or her own partner
and pay a player fee of $ i .25
per game. Should a piayer need
a partner, members of the
c Iu bs can often arrange
partnerships.
For further information.
contact Kay ton Smith at
352·2767 or Sol Mirsky at
232·7553.
WHAT'S A CARD
CATALOGUE?
Miss Geraldine LeMay,head
librarian for Savannah,
C ha tham and Effingham
libraries, will be speaker for a
colloquium explaining the
services and programs of the
Savannah Public Library,
sponsored bY Armstrong State
College, at 12:30 p.m, on
October 23.
A question and answer
session will follow her talk,
which will be held in Room
206 of the Lane Library at
Armstrong. All ••ueres'cd
students are urged to attend.
WANT TO i>IE SOME
ETCHINGS'
A showing of, .ngs.
engravings, WOl iu t s ,
lithographs, and sengraphs by
y o u n g c o n t e rn p cr a r y
in; ernational artists and by
est a blishcd masters such as
Daumier. Goya. Picasso, Miro,
Matisse, and Escher will be
held Monday, October 28,
from 10 to 3 p.m. in the
Student Center Lobby.
See Page12
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The Examiner:-
by Charles Dennard
In response to the criticism
of the Committee system of
the. S.G.A. whereby a few
Ind.l~ldua.ls make arbitrary
decisions Involving thousands
of your dollars, a very positive
-Editoriols_
It Ii .he policy of the IIIkwel/ to differential I' .
d dl . I .. h' e persona opmtonIII e Ilona opuuon on t IS page by the use of b I'
f h .' I' Y: ines and thelack 0 I em re pective y. A by-line is the nam f th.I . d b e a e au thor ofthe arbc e pnnte etween the headline and th . I. le . h b I· e artie e Anyunc wit a y. me expresses the opinion of the a th .
th f h u or and doesnot express alai elllkwe//, administration fa It
bod A . I .h b . , cu y Or studenty. rue es WIt out y-hnes express the opinion of th "
of the editorial stafr. e maJonty
and constructive step has been
taken. S.G.A. senalor Ray
Persons this week made a
motion to form a committee
on committees to study the
committee system and suggest
reforms, a motion that passed
unanimously .
The pro blem is that a
committee of the S.G.A.
consists' not only of senators
but also nonelected students.
This means that an individual
I representing his own interests,'can take student monies andspend them as he wishes.
by Carl Elmore An example of this is the
Anytime you try to break the law, you're getting into a life Cultural Committee presided
and death business. Lawbreaking is a calculated risk: you weigh over by a non-elected student,
what might be gained by breaking the Jaw against the Eric Karpf. Mr. Karpf recently
,con~quences if you're caught. If the possible gain outweighs the allocated $2,000 to bring the
possible consequences, then you'lI probably break the law. So it Committee. a comedy group,
was with Nixon. to Savannah. It was his
I personally don't see Nixon as being any more corrupt Ihan decision alone'to make with no
any of his predecessors. Nixon was elected to be the total SGA vote on the allocation.
per.sanification of American standards. but the standards changed Although he was advised by
while NIXon was in office. Part of the American standard is a SGA President. Glenn
certain amount of hypocrisy. The amount of hypocrisy varies Arnsdorff and Student
with the individual and the situation, where the rule used to he: Activities Director, Dennis
an American will be as hypocritical as he has to be to achieve his. Pruitt. it was his decision to
goals. When this standard changed. Nixon never even saw it make.
coming. The new rule is something like' an American will be as the questions which
By the way ... those of you who are wondering whether you hypocritical as he can be without being recognized as a hypocrite.. arise from this action are
can vote for a Democrat and a Republican - yes, in a general What caused this change in standards? I tend to think that many. Does COJfiedy coine
election you can vote for anyone on the ballot. This means that Nixon himself contributed somewhat to the change. but I think under the CulturaL Affairs
for oxunple if you wUlted 10 vote for George Busbee and John . the main impetus for this change came from the Countercultural c 0 'm mit tee 0 r the
SIY.... lt would btl quite proper for you to do so. even if you had Revolution of the 60's. From all the rock music, marches. and Dance-Concert Committee?
.rai!tiliictiin.th!!ei!!!!!rirn!!!!an!!!·es!i'.!!!I.!!!!!!!I!I•• ~.long hair carne a new awareness. Termed by many as Should thousands of dollars be
~ Countercultural Consciousness. The Consciousness forced spent arbitararilywithout SGA
Letfe rs fo fh e Ed,·for Americans to recognize hypocrisy. Notice, it did not force approval? Should a non-elected'Americans to act against hypocrisy. or even to believe that student or a senator be head of
hypocrisy was bad: the inherent nature of hypocrisy and a committee? These are the
to the benefit of the student dishonesty did the-rest. To this. Nixon contributed heavily. he questions to be considered by
body; Irying in the best way brought it home to every American. The fact of the matter is, Senator Person's Committee.
possible to make the most out nobody likes to be blatantly lied to. President Nixon went down What Senator Persons hopes
of the studen t's life. Many for a number of reasons, but I tend to think he was. in part, a to do is to define. for example.
times there are arguments and victim of the honesty uprising caused by the Countercultural what constitutes cultural affairs
disagreements, but these are Consciousness. and draw .uP a p pr o p r iat e
not based on personalities or Nixon took the calculated risk, and he lost. I think it is a guidelines. This examination
desire for power. Instead. they fallacy for Americans to feel guilty about Nixon's demise, as the will be ap plied to all
are necessary to insure that White House public relations would have us do. Nixon entered committees. By doing this,
intelligent and objective the lawbreaking game of his own accord,andheobviously went your money will be
decisions are made. Our SGA is for broke. Everybody else suffers the consequences when they more closely. watched bv the
a unified body working toward lose, and in order for American justice to be consistent, Nixon SGA and hopefully appropriated
one goal: to make this should have faced his come-uppin's. Being quite frank, I was with SGA consent.
institution as productive as disappointed when Nixon was pardoned. If Nixon had taken his I have no doubt in Senator
possible for each individual medicine like all the common folk, I would have been able to put Persons' exceptional vigor in
studen t. This is the only. reason my faith in the American system of justice. But with the present developing adequate reforms.
for existence. Anything else is situation, I think justice in the American system is virtually He is one of the most capable
an observer's misconception. non-existent. senators in the SGA and will
We are effective, and we do As I write this, I C3:nhear Paul Harvey screanungtnat Nixon represent his constituents, and
pro v ide Ie a de rs hi p an d got the justice, he deserved. He lost really big. Fine. So do a lot of this college, most earnestly. I
formulate concrete solu tions to other people when they run the full gambit. But what I'm really am immensely pleased by this
t he student's needs and wondering now is: Did America get the justice it deserved? I guess development and hope it is the
problems. Itji.taiiil.l.de~p~e.n.d.s.o.n.h.o.wiijY!!O.U.l0!i0.!<.a~t.i.t•.•••••••••• !!II!ibiie!i8'jjj·DDiiiiiin.g.o.f.a.w.el.cliioiimiieiid=itriie.n.d.
The SGA is not dominated •
by one person or group. And
there is really no concern for
con trol or power. Dennard
would lead you to believe that
the SGA controls and allocates
budget money on the. basis of
friendship. I address this as a
complete misconception of the
truth. There are no deals and
favors made with your money.
Anyone with a legitimate
requrest for money which
serves the interests of the
students as a whole will be
provided with thai money. If
the request does not satisfy
student interest, it will be I
denied. Allocations are not
based on friendship. They are
based on student interest and
need.
Personally, I feel that
Dennard has misinterpreted the
reality of the SGA and Ihus he
has perceived problems and
COlUment:Pick Up
Some of you who attended ASC this last summer and also read
the Inkwell may remember that we decided to stay out of local
politics. Well. we've decided to change our minds. We would like
10 endorse candidates for Governor and Lt. Governor of Georgia ..
We need your advice. You are the publishers of this rag and as
publishers, it's your obligation to God and country to tell us
whoat side you're on. So fill it in with the four part harmony
thrown ID and drop It off at the student activities office.
GOVERNOR LT. GOVERNOR
ZELL MILLER(Democrat)GEORGE BUSBEE (Democrat)
Jl)NNIE THOMPSON(Republican) JOHN SAVAGE(Republican)
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to
an article in the editorial
section of the Inkwell, entitled
"C c m m enr" by Charles
Dennard. An article which
displays an obvious lack of
knowledge for the subject and
a purpose aimed at publicizing
tcnsion and personality
conflicts in the SCA which, in
reality, do not exist.
As an officer of the SGA. I
feel that It is my responsibility
to respond to thts article so
that the students of this
institution are not misled
about the SCA.
First. let me say that the
author of "Common t" is not,
nor has he even been an official
of the SGA, either elected or
appointed, He has never
attempted to run for an office,
nor has he been willing to serve
the SGA in any other capacity.
But, he feel that the SGA has
failed to provide the leadership
that it is necessary to present
stu den t interests and make
their interests concrete. On
what this misconceived
statement is based he fails to
mention, being that he is not a
participant of the SGA, only
"familiar" with it. He
characterizes the SGA as
personality struggles, battles to
control, manipulate, and
increase personal power. He
feels that the SGA is
factionalized and partisan, and
isconcerned only with personal
conflicts and petty self intereslS.
Personally. I feel thai
Dennard has insulted everyone
involved in the SGA. This is a
body of students who extend
their time and effort and ideas
editorial? You have never
joined the Inkwell staff. In fact
I even doubt that you are
familiar with it. Does this logic
sound familiar? It does and it
makes 'no sense whatsoever.
Mr. Tally. what givesme the
right to comment about the
SGA is that it is a
representative body. You and
the rest of its members are
elected. therefore you are
subject to public scrutiny.
conflicts where they do not
exist. But he cannot be blamed
for "misinterpretation." After
all, he is only "familiar" with
the SGA. Positive and
constructive criticism aimed at
correction can be accepted.
But I feel that this article was
aimed at disallusioning the
student body by tearing down
the very people that are trying
.to make the decisions. and lead
the student body in the best
way possible. Dennard's idea of
the "Positive and constructive
criticism" impresses me as a
"gossip column", in which
power struggles and personality
conflicts are fantisized in hope
of creating more problems in
leadership. Perhaps one should
be more knowledgeahle about
a su~ect before attempting to
analyze and characterize it.
!JId the SGA would be very
appreciative to suggestions as
we cannot work well with
here say and gossip.
You may continue to
expect quality leadership from
your elected officials because
we are only an existence to
serve your interests and you
will continue to receive an
unified and efficient SGA.
Pat Talley
SGA Vice Presiden t
Your letter does not seek to
refute my article with facts but
rather with generalities. You
seek more to discredit my
intentions, rather titan my
allegations. You attempt to
drag my criticism of the SGA
through the mud of
"zieglerisms" than through the
discerning eye of a serious
Please see page 12
In your letter you
questioned my ability to
comment on the SGA because
I have not run for or been
elected to an SGA office. If
that is your logic then could I
no t em ploy it to my
.advantage? Your letter. by all
journalistic standards. was
under whelming. What gives
you the right to criticize my,
The InkwellPage Four ,_,
\ S ,\,nlcwjltiri'if'9ht
"'EllslJerg Violated Trust"
Verysoon, TomCoffey will
uolk our of City Hallfor the
last time as Assistant City
Manager,With him will be the
respect he has earned as a fair,
clear-sigh t ed administrator,
known throughout Savannah
and Georgia. He leaves to go
back to his former love: The
Savannah News-Press. Where
my Hall has lost a fine public
rcla ionsmar the public will
at a c ; 11 columnist.
NKWI Ll, Do you think
'" 1. s g.)OI: I society is.
mo c .1 . u ant than what is
good f \1 rhe ino v.dual? In the
El sberg Case they contended
tha national security wasmore
impor tan .
COFFEY: No, he violated a
trust that had been given to
him, I think that he waswrong,
as they were trying to forcibly
make his psychiatrist violate
his trust by stealing out of his
fil e. They went to the
psychiatrist first and he said no
and then they broke into his
office. Of course, all I know
about Watergate is what I read.
INKWELL: As an editor,
would you send your reporters
out telling them, "Get the
story". If it's going to be big, if
it's going to hurt people, well
that's just news. Would you do
that or would you say "No
let's wait, we have to consider
national security."
COFFEY: Whether a story
hurts people or not is a side
issue. Most controversial news
stories hurt people but
reporters are supposed to act
dlligently in pursuing news.
However, I would not ask a
reporter to commi t a crime in
order to get' a siory. For
example an agency like the FBI
will in fil t rate a subversive
organization by putting an
agent in there. They don't
expect that agent to kill
someone; I don't expect a
reporter to commit a crime but
I do expect him to use every
avenue open and certainly use
confidential tips,
INKWELL: Do you think
we've had any investigating
reporting in Savannah?
COFFEY: Yes, I've worked
for that newspaper for many
years and we've done
investigative reporting and
De ver had any restrictions
placed on us. One of the last
big pieces- of investigative
r e porting was what ..Bill
Carpen ter did on strip mining
and the attempts to rape our
coastline. He got several awards
tor that. David Lawson just
recently' did one heck of a
piece of investigative re porting
on the Savannah Electric
Company. He presented the
good, the bad and the
indifferent. I think he
performed a service to this
community because he
separated the grade from the
shaft. I think if anyone read
that series which ran fourteen
or so weeks, would have a
pretty good understanding of
the situation. I'm sure that
David printed some things in
there that did not sit well with
the Power Company and also
some things that did not sit
well with the public who had
misconceptions.
INKWELL: Do you think
there's room in Savannah for
another newspaper?
COFFEY: Well, yes there's
always room, but starting a
paper is an expensive
proposition. It takes several
mlllion dollars.
INKWELL: Are you aware
that in the United States only
four percent of the
communities have competitive
newspapers?
COFFEY: Yes, I'm aware of
that. Economics is a dictator
factor in that. It's hard to start
a paper and rnake it go overin
a market where there ,is already
October 23, 1.974'.
Tom Coffey
an established paper. One of
the more recen t examples was
the Atlanta Times which was
started by some very
de dicated, well meaning
newspapermen. They couldn't
cut it, The Journal-Constitu-
tion of Atlanta is a jointly
owned newspaper. Who can
stand to take a loss for several
years befory the paper starts to
make a profit? Newspaper
equipment and operational
costs from day to day are
expensive and it takes a real
chunk of money.
INKWELL: Do you think
there is too much control of
pu blic 0 pinion by one
newspaper?
COFFEY: It couid be but if
a newspaper acts responsibly it
wouldn't happen.
INKWELL: The Federal
Preservation Act allows
monopoly in newspaper
ownerships, where as they do
not allow this in radio and
television. There is no fairness
doctrine in newspapers, IS
there?
community I guess you could
broadly constitute that to be a
monopoly. There's no law,
though, !hat says someone else
cannot open up a newspaper.
Now television is different. The
airways are controlled by the
FCC and the channels of
( ....oto by Rlc"'rd somm .. )
television and radio are allotted
over a certain area of the
country.
INKWELL: There's a large
gap between the amount of
money it takes to run TV and a
local newspaper. The very rich
P1elllle see pall" I2
COFFEY: Well, by the way
that you use "monopoly" if
"lthinkRichardNixon changed radicallyj"rom one company owns a
the original Nixon that went in the White newspaper and there are np
, ll.or,ue.Ji.veor six years ago ... " (Photo by other newspapers in that
'~~'l1t?l,;'<" ... . , . . . .. . . . . . , . " .
This City Manager and the last one have had
the most open policy with the news media as
[' ,any ve ever seen. (Pboto by Richard Somm .... )
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The Inkwell
Veterans Code Exposed .
abn~~~~an:n:hu:ta;: ~~~b~: ~::~ ~60t,o~ot~et~:~~ ~~~: ~~i:~~t~~~ra~~~~n~~i~t~~, ilr:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;vr:i\r'BanoE:':':':':':':':':':':':':;:;::11
gettingJ·obs may have been the be b d d . h d NAVY . v, Thi' Vid T lak'"en ran e WIt a verse SPN and Marines--Chief of :::: s IS your I eo ape Cold Blood and Ronnie Ko :::
victims of a previously secret numbers (check line II c of Naval Personnel, Bureau of::: Network ballot. Treat it like a Bill Quateman :::
military discharge code. your DD214). Naval Personnel (PERS 38) :;:;friend for it is your voice in the Meagen McDonoug," and:::
From 1947 until July 1974 ff any Veteran wishes to Washington D.C. :;::selection of what you. would Wilderness Road :::
the Department of Defense find out what his SPN number If you can't find out::: like to view (YIN wise) for the The Nashville Sound ;::
(DOD)secretly classified every means or obtain a new DD214 anything from any of these::: Winter Quarter. :~:
person discharged-whether form they should either check Sources or you would just like ::: The return box for these CLASSICAL :::
honorable or not-with a three with his campus Veteran's to witness the idiocy of the ::: ballots will be in the Channell A Visit with Pablo Casals :::
digit Separation Program Affairs Office or write to one 'military; classing system come :~:Video tape network room in ;~:
Number. of the following addresses. Air and see me, I have a copy. ::: the Memorial College Center. DRAMA :;:
These codes were available Force-- A.F. Military Personnel (CPS) and TX. Wallace::: Instructions for completing The Prisoner (parts 1-17) :::
to schools and corporations for Ran dol ph A F B, Te x as Questions Comments;~~this lengthy piece ~re simple: Lenny Bruce Without Tears ~~~
screening applicants, but Army--Commander, Reserve • '::: Just choose any SIX of the Punishment Park :::
Veterans for the most part Personnel Components and &Smde Remarks .~~~entries .and then make sure to FEMINIST PROGRAMMING i;i
,.......... ••••••••• •••••• •••••• by T. 1(. Wallace .:::return It first chance you get. An' N' :::
I • Once again I have come into :::: Thank you, Gals. mV F al:;:I • the public eye to air some :::: T. K. Wallace ItrHowmg TP Vern e .:::
I d t d ibl th x appen 0 s x
I • us y, an POSSI y even mo :.:.COMEDY SATIRE NOSTALGIA K t Mill t' Th L":'• iddem ari . ':.: a e e s ree rves .:.:I • n en, gnpes from the public. ::::The National Lampoon Show ::::
I • If any of you of the public, as .:::Beneath the War of the World ::::
I • in students, instructors, or :i:~Ace Trucking Company: "The VTN SPORTS ~:~
: • employees of A.S.C., have a :::: New Army" Billie Jean King :::
I : question, comment, or snide :;::Cucumber Castle Barbara Roquemore :::
: N"x1WeekVTN •. remark to have publicized, ::~:T.V.Madness::~:
I • send it to me, or give it to any:::: The Pigs Vs, the Freaks BLACK CULTURE & ISSVESj~:~
" III 1"1""",,/1/,, ""/11111 .. "" : l~well st~ff ~ember and ~e :~:~Great American Heros: A The Long Winter of Henry::::
I • will have It printed along WIth :::: Prome Aaron ::::
I } • a proper reply from the ;:~:VTNCartoon Comics (Parts I Black Omnibus {parts 1-7) :~~~
I • concerned factor. (I.e. last :::: and 2) Conversation With Angela::::
I : week's letter on page 12). The ::::The Chicken little Comedy Davis :;::: ! . Inkwell, P.O. Box No. is 52 :::: Show (parts 1-4) The Murder of Fred Hampton::~:
I • and the Inkwell and myself will ::::Reefer Madness (1936) .:::
I • both be awaiting your all too::: Red Nightmare - Jack Well DOCUMENTARY:::
: : timely response, thank you, T.::: Movie Orgy Future Shock:::
I • K. Wallace.::; Son of Movie Orgy Solzhenitsyn:::
I • Questions: To Joe Stranc, ::::Twilight Cheat The World of Buckminister:::
I : How did you like your layout? ::::Wassamootta V. Fuller:::
: • When is the Government going::: Howdy Doody The Question of Impeachment:;:
I : to come out with some facts::: Andy's Gang Sorry, No Vacancy:::
, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " (truthful, hopefully) on the ;:::The Ft. Bragg Follies State of the Vnion ':::
Overthrow in Chile? What's;:; Millhouse R.D. Lang;::
this I heard about being able to :::The Blob(1958) ::::
see my own High School and ::: Well, there it is. Now the::::
College files? (see page 2). To ::: MUSIC VTN CONCERT choices are in your decisive::::
the S.G.A.: How many Funds :::Eric Clap ton and Cream little hands.Did you check only::::
could some Fund Fumblers ;:: Loggins and Messina six? I hope so, b~cause if you ::::
Fumble, If Some Fund :::John Hartford checked more we will have to::::
Fumblers could Fumble ;;:Dr.JohnandStearnboat cancel your baUot. The ballot.:::
Funds? TKA's: How much do ::: Jim Croce box will be left in the VTN.:::
you expect to gross on the:~: Roberta Flack and room for two weeks for the,~:~
Trancendental Meditation :::: Donny Hathaway benefit of au those people who,:::
Society lecture, or, if you ::;:John Prine are indecisive or just forgetful;:::
don't care to speculate, what is ::::Harry Chapin like myself. ;;::
your percentage cut, hmmm? :,};.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:.:~:~:.:~:;:.:~:~:.:~:~:.:~:;:;:;:.:.:;:.:;~::
COMMENTS: From John seven, top center) was the most would think that is because of
Bergeson: "I think that the degenerate type thing anyone the evident insecurity you have
cartoon in the first issue of the could ever print." Reply: "I in your own personal faith,
Inkwell (the God cartoon, page think that the only reason you whatever it may be."
Students ...
Invest in life insurance
... NOW •••
while your premium rate
is low!
'Del Keny(Jn C.L. U.
Suite 500 - Trust Company Bank Building
savannah, Ga. 31401 236-4236
IINEW YORK L.IFEINSURANCE COMPANYLIP-a; INauRANcKGl'tOU~ IN8U"A"'Clt • ANNUITIUHEALTH INeu"ANCI:.... N.ION PLAN.
PsgeSlx The Inkyvell
Day starts at dawn for crabber Carl Driggers.
Crabbing:
The Way The Pros Do It
..l CaJt h4ula 0/1 awm,ge of.« teR-o! cmb. ""Y-'-------_..:......-__ ." ',.,.'"
oetobeH?£ 1914
Fish used for baiting pots.
Sorting crabs can be touchy.
A Day on the Tybee Flats
•
INKWELL
STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHY
BY
RICHARD
SOMMERS
StonilY _ther approaches iu Carl heads in for the day.
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Ms. Anchors
SAVANNAH BANK &TRUST COMPANY
II_liB USED
.lIMSTI016
TIITBOOIS. ETC
Lukat's
Phone 236-0209
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Impressions OfIdAlia
by Michelle Kilbourne
This past summer Lorraine While at the University, the
Anchors, who has been an professors scheduled lectures
English professor at Armstrong each morning to further their
for the past twenty-one years, knowledge of the country. The
journeyed to India via the lee t u res d e a I t wit h
Fullbright Program. This archaeology, education, art,
operation was inducted by economics, history, literature
Senator Fullbright for the and politics and were followed
purpose of re-educating by discussions and panels.
Ainericans about fo reign "They tried to be.as candid as
countries through travel. The possible, not giving us just the
program is financed through good side but a1SQ the bad side.
debts that these countries owe We were able to ask questions,
to the United States, and and I think their answers were
therefore the money is spent in quite frank. Most people think
that particular country so as of Indians as snake charmers,
not to disrupt the economy. starvation, and beggars and
This specific trip was they wanted us to have a
sponsored by the United States chance to see what modern
and Indian government, under India is really like." The
the direction of Dr. William students at the University also
Gabard of Valdosta. He is the arranged meetings with the
present head of the American faculty because
International Studies Program "they were afraid we weren't
of Valdosta State College. The getting the whole story. They
United States Educational felt that we were being
Foundation in India, in propagandized."
conjunction with the Indian For the first month, outside
government, provided hotels, traveling was done only in the
guides, places of interest to afternoons and on weekends to
visit, and a general schedule for nearby villages and historic
the Georgia Consortuim sites. The group was
Faculty Seminar in India. Out introduced to the Indian
of ten four year colleges in industries and visited silk mills,
Georgia approximately two handy craft establishments,
representative professors were tool and mechanical industries,
sent. Dean Propst immediately and an electronic factory
s u.g ge s t e d Miss Anchors where they made computers
because of her deep interest in and televisions. On one
I ancient and modern India. occasion they spent the day on
I
Prior to the two month an experimental farm, on
.' expedition, Miss Anchors was another they toured a dam and
I sent to Valdosta State College still another inspected the ruins
for one week in early June to of a medieval temple.
orient her and her colleagues The people of Hyderabad
about India. They covered a a r ran g e d con c e r t s ,
general historical background performances of classical
of the country with the aid of Indian dances, folk singers, and
slides. Miss Anchors felt that parties for the faculty. One of
this was profitable because "if Miss Anchors' most memorable
you know what to look for experiences was the visit to the
you're able to absorb so much ruins of a famous fort in
more." Golcanda not to far out of
On June 13 the organization Hyderabad, and the Muslim
left the States and landed in tombs beside it. The tombs are
Bombay where they stayed for I a r g e st ru c t u re s wi th
~EH • a day or two before continuing surrounding porches and
• A d': .'UOJ Ell TO...
11509 ABERCORN EXT. next to Esquire Lounge to Hyderabad of Osmania courtyards and the wife of the
University where they stayed Indian director planned a tea
!H(}~E_. 9.2,5.·.2.2.8.6 .J for a month. out on one of these porches. A
F" , Persian rug was spread beneath
them with a white cloth over it
and cushions and chairs were
placed abou t the setting.
"There was a six piece chorus
with one instrumentalist. They
sang ancient Musliin songs as
the sun sent down and the wife
of the director showered us
with fresh jasmine blossoms.
Can you imagine anthing more
romantic?"
In the evenings often times
the students would come out
to the hotel to discuss their
bl h h f I No.9, No.9. No.9. No.9. NO•• ,pro ems wit t e acu ty. No.9, No.9, No.9. No.9, No.9,
During Miss Anchor's stay she No.9. No.9, No.9. No.9. No.9,
was invited into the homes of No.9, No.9. No••• No.9. No.9,
• No.9, No. 9. No.9, No.9. No.9.
the professors and the people NO.9. No.9, No.9. No.9, No.9,
'---....,.,==,...."..",,,...,,.,.....,..-..,..-..,..-==..,..-===- ~~ .J of the villages. "'I think for me Why are you stili readln.9 this?
- ..,. .the most sil\llif'lCaIlt-thiDs.iD .ib=c__ = lOl:lC\
~g~~
DOWNTOWN We have received our complete
Fall line of Oothing, Furnishings and Shoes. It is an
exciting and interesting grouping. We would like you to
drop in and take a look - at your convenience. Feel
free to use your CHARGE CARDS.
ALAN BARRY'S
26 West Broughton
Huderabad was meeting the
people."
The second month of the
trip was spent travelingaround
India and seeing the most well
known sections. Miss Anchors
saw the famed Taj Mahal in
Agra by moonlight; she visited
the crowded streets of Calcutta
that were filled with the
refugees from Bangladesh;she
took in the Shalimar Gardens
of Kashmir where she roomed
on a houseboat; she stood at
the foothills of the Himalyas;
and of course paid homage to
the capital, New Dell.
Commenting on the
educational system of India
Miss Anchors replied: "The
Indian colleges are sort of in
t be stage American colleges
were in during the 1960's.
There's a good deal of rebellion
and unrest on the campuses,
only a little more intense than
the American colleges because
there are more people. Our
schools are overcrowded; their
schools are terribly
overcrowded. They have
difficulty in getting properly
prepared teachers. They're not
well paid. There's also not
enough money for buildings.It
reminded me of home."
The English language is
common in India because of
her past colonialism with the
British. English wasneedednot
only for government dealings
bu t also for the servant or the
merchang. Because India has
seven teen different languages
and over seven hundred
dialects it is now mandatory to
learn English in the schoolsas a
common link. The Indian
government is now trying to
make Hindi the national
tongue and the child must
learn his own dialect, English,
and Hindi. "Tourist languages"
are also evident in India
because of the wide flow of
wayfarers from other countries
such as France and Germany.
In spite of this India has an
illiteracy rate of 85%. The
educational program there is
trying to overcome this
drawback of illiteracy and
widespread dialects by
gathering funds to send
children to school.
Miss Anchors' impressions
of India were positive, and she
is planning to bring to
Armstrong a new course m
ancien t Indian drama. As for
her fu ture plans she is hoping
to visit China next year undera
similar program.
....
octob¥ 23, 1974
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by C.J.D.
Our school (Armstrong)
rose 10 stardom over the Oct.
12thweenendwhen it hosted
thewidelyacclaimed Southeast
Unit National Entertainment
Conference at the Savannah
CivicCenter. Having attended
thisthree-dayfestival myself, I
was amazed by the variety of
low budget talen t ready to
perform on «ur c ol le
campuses.
As "deleearc' vn wit!
uth r~ ese tat ve ror;
other, ugh ut the
Southeas I I' ed t
attend-v it
represen ve a e: ex; bi
booths. and -e vi W t LVe
showcases featuring sample
performances by "model"
artists represented by each
agency. The workshops
featured discussions of such
controversial topics as
"Concert Fr o d uc rion'",
"Block-BookingTechniques",
"Programming for Campus
M ino ri ties". "Mini-Concerts
The Inkwell
NEe GoesWith The Great
and Coffee Houses", and "How
to Begin Campus Television
Productions." I must say in all
fairness that most of these
workshops had good
Intentions, but alas, failed to
Surpass the level of
amateurism. One exception,
however, was a workshop
en t t tie d "Campus Film
Production and Film Projects".
In pite "f the title of his
W0rKS'10t>.john Whitesell the
Nat nal Sales \Ianager of
W 1ne B 'other Inc .. did an
e I ob 'f discussing
p 0 not. on an publicity
LIC~ic ,'the 111m Industrv. It
wa 1Il any case the most
professional presentation that I
witnessed at the conference.
Unfortunately, the acts in
t he showcases were not so
professional. Although Steve
Baron, Loudon Wainwrightlll,
Larry Raspberry and the
Highsteppers??, and Red,
White and Bluegrass may all be
hit attractions, they are still all
Page Nine""' ...
basically typical of the sound
favored by most popular music
fans. I'm not against rock or
bluegrass, but after six or seven
hours of the same thing with a
different name (especially at
decibelages of 1000 or higher),
I could almost welcome the
living strings of Mantovani.
Actually, I did.notice some
fine performances from "The
Committee" (although they
would have been better if they
had not tried so hard to be
u n ny] , the "Star.Spangled
Washboard Band", "T.S.C:'
'and 3 fairly novel act called
"The American Woman" by
Linn Mason. Ms. Mason, a
drama graduate from the
University of Minnesota,
performed highlights from her
series of impressions of The
American Woman" as typified
by many personalities over the
past 100 years. Her portrayals
of "The Sou them Belle", "The
Irish Immigrant", and "the
modern Auntie Marne" each
classic offered by the same
agency if the New York
Renaissance Band. This group,
which I was fortunate enough
to hear on tape, is the only
active group of its kind,
specializing in recreating the
unique sounds of the medieval
court, church, and street
singers, The musicians perform
orr authentic' instruments of
the period such as the
c o r n e t t o , shawm viol
recorder, rauschpfiefe, and ;
v.a r e i t y of -p e r cu s sr o n
instrumen ts.
Of course, I couldn t limit Another talent sponsored
judgment just to the showcases by the Public Affairs Lecture
since some of the more Bureau was Jacques Benbassat,
~promising acts weren't even whose artistry lies in his ability
represented on stage, Such to make jewelry and pottery
prospective hits included a without a wheel or a "kiln, and
one-man, impressionistic play in many cases by using such
called "Dreyfus on Devil's unlikely materials as children's
Island," an act which could play-doh. Perhaps our college
have been eminently successful will be honored in future
in dramatizing the complex qua r t e r S wi t h a Iive
political and social tensions of performance by one of the
Kafka-esque theory through NEC Greats, and then again,
this one personality. Another perhaps it won't
~****************************4* .* 0 R· *[he Croton bug (a German: pera ev.ew :
Cockroach) was found to have * by R.B. Inc. *
swum the Indian Ocean in four * *
hours. (Not bad for a bug.) * The Savannah Concert rest otthe company in a parade ::
feats, the cockroach has proved:: Association dubiously opened of mediocrity. *
~nvaIuable i~ tracing ancient * Its se,~so~. last wee~ Wi,t~ The" company's most *
Insect colonies. For example, * Ve r dIS La Tr aviate . outstanding operatic blunder *
the wor l d-renowned D.A.1. * Performed by the Goldovsky was the inability of the singers *
(Descendents of American * Opera Company in a hokey to keep up with the orchestra. *
Insects), on a recent expedition * English translation, it was well The most obvious error::
to Death Valley, proved, with:: recerved by the cultured elite occurred in the fourth act *
the aid of the cockroach, that * but was appropriately termed however, when Villoria (lying *
the legendary Grea t Ant * "La Trivia" by common opera on her deathbed) asks Anina to *
Colony did indeed lie buried * purists like myself. . draw the curtain and let the *
under the famed Owl Rock just * The Goldovsky Opera lacks light of day ml the room. *
outside of Black Flag, Arizona. * a gre. t de a 1 0 f being Correspondingly, the light dims:
Of course, I am 10 no way * professronal. In the first place, down to a level of pitch.black. *
suggesting that the cockroach: the sets (painted pink???) of all I ronically performed on *
should be pardoned for all his * four acts could be mildly Verdi's birthday, the opera was *
offenses merely because he has * descnbed as Junk·yard rejects. not WIthout its redeeming *
rendered a few public services. * Moreover, for the most part, qualities. Daniels' vocal facility *
I am merely hoping to convey * the stage movements and is definitely commendable, for ::
to skeptics that the cockroach, *actlng seemed unnatural, example. Trussers rich *
like the fly, isn't nearly large: overdone, and reminiscent of baritone quality is deceiving *
enough to carry as much dirt * the overly. romantic fltcks of smce he obvrously belongs with *
and disease as the human * the 1920's. the tenors. The chamber *
species, and therefore cannot * Little can be said about orchestra consisting of young *
be blamed for any crime more * Sharon Daniels, the lead musicians and conducted by *
serious than trespassing in the * soprano, except that each bat Ben~on was fortun~te to have:
private homes and businesses * of her fake eyelashes caused a an Impeccable stnng section *
through which he crawls. In:: forceful air turbulance which which blended. well with a *
any case, the total destruction * was strong enough to send the tlexlble woodwmd sectIOn to *
of all cockroaches everywhere *musicians' music flying allover pro v ide a well- balance d *
would mean the devastation of * the orchestra pit. Jack Trussel accompaniment. All things *
ecological balance and more*as Alfredo. and Alfred considered, ,the GOldovsky:
importantly, the destruction of * Anderson as Gtorgra Germont company dldn t do too badly *
a basic tenet of American #both rendered rather plastic and, as opera goes, "La *
democracy ... freedom of the *performances thus leading the Traviata" w.ent. *
pest. ,*****************************,:!t
retained a freshly descriptive
and individual character.
The only real fiasco of all
the showcases was a so-called
progressive country band called
"Hardwood". Frankly, they
were rotten, not because I
object to progressive country,
but because I object to a violin
that sounds like an electric
razor, a lead vocalist that
thinks gargling and singing are
synonymous, and, in general, a
band that piays consistently
loud and 'out-of tune.
The Cock Roach
byCJ.D.
WeU,here they are again.
.thos [lustrious insects with
anotherstirring rendition from
theinsectHall of Fame. They
would have gone into
hibemationthis fall, but the
excitementof the energy crisis
keptthem in the kitchens and
pantriesof America.
The coachroach, probably
themostpraiseworthy pest in
insect history, has been a
Victim,like the fly and the
beetle, of constant hpman
barrassment.Unlike his more
talented relatives, the
grasshopperand the cricket,
thecockroachcan neither hop
nor sing; moreover, he has
neverstarred in a movie. (The
Hellstrom Chronicle
completelyoverlooked him.)
Also, whUe the cricket was
immortalized by Charles
Dickensin that famous tale,
"Cricketon the Hearth", the
Cockroachhas been lucky to
geta bit part in a chase scene
ona RAIDcommercial.
Ofcourse,I must admit that
thecockroach's life was never
meant to be staged. He
normallyresides in ordinary
damp, dirty, and/or
germ·infested areas, and
thereforecan exist anywhere in
America. In addition, the
cockroachhas never been a
connoisseur of good food
(althoughthe was once seen
craWlingon the kitchen floor
during the filming of "The
GailopingGourmet"). Even the
hlghlymotivated roach will eat
anythingfrom table scraps and
garbageto bookbindings and
b~bugs. One can only
conclUde,therefore, that the
COCkroach'slife is just too
boringto attract the public
eye.
On the other hand, the
cockroach, in spite of the
public abuse that he has
suffered, has never complained
about his plight. From the
mu ddy waters of the New
York sewage system to the
rotting redwoods of Seqouyah
National Park, the cockroach
has continued to fight in his
never·ending battle against
sodium fluoride, borax, sodium
flu osilica te, ro tenone,
pyrethrum, and the many
other varieties of insecticides
with threaten his survival.
Most often than not, many
human complain that whUe the
cockroach "isn't anything to
be afraid or'. he "is, quite
frankly, ugly to look at". Of
coune the cockroach may be
ugly, but at least he has some
common sense. After all, if one
knows that he is destined to be
stomped upon the minute he
comes out of hiding, he
certainly isn't going out of his
way to look good for the
occasion,
[n any event, the cockroach ......
can be remembered for several
notable accomplishments.
According to the Guadelajara
Orthopteran Observatory, the
cockroach has set the world's
record for speed among insects.
He can crawl a quarter of a
mile m lIve seconds; moreover,
I'm hungr~r
~ix mea
5I1acl<~
Oh ...and
ma~ ~tt1
ELECTRIC
eels~
OC course,
master~
What wouldst
thou care
\!or?
Gimme
an order
o\! EEL.S! <,>eo,
mastef'!
lirut? Uut
by Ronny George
I! has been brought to my
attention that there has been a
lack of proper spirit among the
players at the intramural games
on the last couple of Sunday
afternoons. Now I'll be the
first to admit that I am not
directly involved in these
games, and that my opinions
should stay with me, but, since
several players involved in
intramurals have complained I
feel obligated to mention the
subject.
The idea of intramurals, as 1
understand it, is supposed to
be the epitome of the
American idea of "good, clean
fun". Also, I understand that
these games on Sunday
afternoon are supposed to be
"flag football', not tackle. The
differenee being not so clear to
many but, I assure you, the
number of bruses and scraps
show a clear difference
between the two. Competition
is desirable as long as it is kept
in the spirit of friendliness. I
can see no harm in winning,
indeed that's what sports are, .'
all about, but there IS no point
in attempting to beat someones
head in. Referring to the
players I have discussed this
matter with it seems that the.
games are being taken out of
context.
A problem which arose at
the first game was the aurnber
of people drinking during the
game. Now it is not the issue of
alcohol on the campus at stake,
but rather protecting the
participants from getting their
b u tts kicked around. A
crocked player is more likely
to get hurt than a sober one.
The ban also keeps spectator
enthusiasm from getting too
high. It really does not make
that much difference as to if
you get fuzzy before or after a
game.
I didn't get a damn bit of
response from you people
about the "Four Losers Out on
a Limb". What's wrong? We
intend to keep our part of the
bargain so let's have some sort
of reaction from you'all, if it is
snide. Oh, yes, I should thank
publicly my typist who has so
di1igently typed this for me
each week, Carol Dixon.
The Inkwell
Special Notice
On Thursday,
October 24. there will
be a very important
meeting for all women
students. who are
interested in womens
intercollegiate athletics,
with C08c'h Biti
-Alexander at 12: 30 in
the Gym.
PIRST
P.DI!IIAL
'SAYINOS101I1_" .11: •• 911.
the dynQmic, fQst-pQced
sound of solid rock
nitely 6 p.m. - 2 o.rn,
on FM STEREO 102
OcMbef:2J, 1974
Armstrong Bowling Team
Has High Hopes For Coming Year
After finishing seventh
nation all y against major
colleges and universities in
Gainesville, Fla. last May, the
Pirates have their hopes high
for this year:With four of the
top six bowlers retuming, the
team seems on solid
foundation. Gary Calhoun,
team captain, David Hotchkiss,
Vic Martin, and Larry Beasley
are the returning veterans.
Gone are Gary Filas and Mike
McCloy. Randy Thomas and
Jimmy Ray are also returning
from last year's team and
should step in and be an asset
this year. Lee Thompson,
David Taylor, Wilbur Wiggins,
Russell Strickland and Gary
Rierson are newcomerS
. expected to be in the battle for
team positions.
Wo_n
Alpha Gam
Hot Pants
PhiMu
Den.Hy.
W.
8
7
I
o
Last year's team, besides
winning the national
t ou rn amen t, also won the
Savannah Invitational
Tournament, finished second
in the Association of College
Union Southern Region
To u r naments, second in
division II of the Southern
In terco lIegiate Bowling
Conference and fourth in the
SIBe Tournament.
The Armstrong, Bowling
Team won the Savanosh
tournament last year, was
second in the Southeast, fourth
in the Sou them Intercollegiate
Bowljng Conference
To u rn ament. Against major
colleges, ASC was seventhfrom
a twelve college field and
ended with a seventh place
national rating,
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INTRAMURAL BOWLING RESULTS.
Sigma Nu 4 BSU' .
PKT 2 Pike I
PiKappa Phi 4 PIke II
Alpha Gam 4 DenBy.
Hot Pants 3 Phi Mu
STANDINGS
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I PKT
7 Pi Kappa Phi
8 Pike I
BSU
Pike II
HIGH GAMES LAST WEEK
Debbie Brewer, Phi Mu .. 183
John Whtiney, Pike .... 192
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Cross Country Results
The results of the Cross
Country meet (10/16/74) are
listed below. The results were
not overly good, but some ASC
runners posted good runs.
Coae h B ian chi remains
optimistic about the rest of the
season.
(l)GeorgiaState 21
(2) Southern Tech 80
(3) Armstrong State '" 81
(4) Oglethorpe 91
(5) Augusta 122
(6) Mercer .123
Payson Daugherty
Newton Brown
David Beall
Rick Heaton
Mike Dallas
5th place
7th Place
20th Place
nnd Place
27th Place
(51.ff Photo)
DianeBinns: "Believe it or not I planned it this way. "
KERMIT SCHAFER'S
PARDON MY
BLOOPER
based on radio & T.V.'s
most hilarious boners!
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STARTS FRIDAYII
CAll THEATRE fOR SHOWTlMES • 9;r.i-21J5
CInEmA II
/' The tntimate Theatre
Wasps
PiKE
Jets
The/nkwe/l
4-3 4-3
Pittsburgh at Navy Pitt PItt
Ga. at Kentacky GA ~ GA
Tulane at Ga.Tech Tech Tulane Tech
N.C. atS.C. N.C. N,C. N.C.
Clemson at Tenn. Clemson Clem. Clem Clem.
N.C.St. at Maryland Mary. N.C.St.N.C.St. Mary.
land land
Ohio St. at OH.St. OHSt.OHSt. OHSt.Northwestern
Virginia at Wake VA VA VA VAForest
Applachian St.
at Citadel App. App •. App. App.
San Jose St.
at Pacific SanJ. SanJ. SanJ. SanJ.
Intram urals
MENS
(4161 366·6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance ontv.
6 Sigma Nu 0
24 PKP 0
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 per page
Send now for latest catalog, En-
close $2,00 to cover return post
age,
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Scemne Ave" Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
24 BSU 0 PKT
6 Beavers 0 Suns
6 Old Pros 0
WOMENS
13 Den.Hy. 0
13 Alpha Gama 0
Phi Mu
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'.1, InLoveWeGrow
Ain't Nothln"
;' ButAMaybe
Tell Me
Something Good
HUGHMASEKELA*CRUSADERS*
RUFUS'B.B. KING'BETTY DAVIS
are just some of lhe greal ABC IMPULSE
/ arlisls on sale at Ihe Record Bar
through November 14!!!
RecordBar
Oglethorpe Mall
10-9:30 mon.-sat.
ENGLISH TUTORING
Tu esdays and Thursdays
8:30-10:30 A.M. Fridays -
7:30-10:30 A.M., Room 202
Memorial College Conter. Ray
Penon.
The Executive Committee of
N.O.W. announce open
auditions for a special
children's musical to be
presented Nov. 21. Ai:iditions
oro at 7:00, Wed. Oct. 23rd in
Jenkins Hall Auditorium.
French or Spanish tutoring.
Call: 233-1801 between 8·10
p.m.
In everyone's life there's a
Summer of '74. Thanks! JB
One professional Libratas
bicycle. Best offer, owner must
move to New York City. Help
a starving artist! Replies to Box
52 Campus Mail.
_Id like to extend a warm
welcome to all incoming
freshmen. We hope. that you
will attend our meetings and
help us explore every pert of
the Black Experience. Our
meetings will be held at 12:30.
Yours in unity,
George McKennie
Herman Johnson
Reporters
Dewayne Hamilton,
History/Political Science
S.G.A. senator. has established
senatorial hours to be available
to students on the following
days:
Monday - 5:00-6:00 P.M.
Victor 104
Tuesday - 5:00-6:00 P.M.,
Victor 104.
Wednesday 12:30 - 1:30
P.M., Victor 104.
Tutoring for "Principles of
Accounting" 211-212. Phone
David Lubs, 355·1152,
afternoons or evenings or put
message in Internal Post c/o
Inkwell, Box 52, A.S.C.
The officers and members of
the Black American Movement~**********+****~**+
Insight ... From page 4
and the large corporations run
television where as often
middleclass men run
newspapers. Do you think that
television is farther removed
from the working man than the
newspapers?
COFFEY: I don't know.
Almost every working man has
a television and is subjected to
telecasts around the clock.
INKWELL: But does he
have any influence over it?
COFFEY: Well, does he any
any influence over any
products that he buys?
INKWELL: Yes, he can not
buy it.
COFFEY: Well, he can tum
his television off. He can
change channels, Even though
the Federal Government
con troIs television to the
extent of allocating the
channels and ownership and
exercising their strict control,
the Federal Governtnent hasn't
so t har d on the television
operator: The last presiden t
was hit hard by all three
networks yet if the government
was prone to exercise this kind
of clout it would have done so
at that time. I don't think the
American people would have
stood for it. You see that's the
thing, when you talk of
controls and influences of the
news media over the public,
the one thing that always must
be taken into consideration is
the American people. They're
not going to be fooled. _
INKWELL: For long. -
COFFEY: Or at all.
INKWELL: You don't think
that they were fooled about
Richard Nixon?
COFFEY: No, I think
Richard Nixon changed
radically from the original
Nixon that went in the White
House five or six years ago
from the one that left the
White House.
INKWELL: Do you think
he changed from the 68
election to the 72?
COFFEY: Yes, I do. If he
didn't he was doing a pretty
good job of acting but whereI
think Richard Nixon lost his
respect with the public was in
the way he dealt with
Watergate. He never was frank.
He kept saying "this is all -
I've told you everything" and
then a couple of weeks later
he'd come back with : "Oh,
there's one more thing I forgot
to tell you," - then he'd say "I
forgot to tell you about this
ta p e , which contradicts
everything I've told you
before." Well, you know pretty
soon you'd begin to realize this
guy was stringing you along. If
Watergate had never happened,
I don't think Nixon's downfall
would have happened. Whether
he was involved in the actual
bulgary, I don't know. I'm sure
he must have been involved in
the cover-up. He almost had to
be because too much of what
he said in the beginning was
contradicted by what he said
later.
Dear Mr. Ashmoro:
At the presont time I find
myself in a rather difficult
situation. I am presently
confined in the London
Correctional Inst. What I
would like for you to do if at,
all possible, is to post this
letter or put this letter in your
school newspaper, or some
other conspicious place, where
someone who sees it may write
to me. It gets pretty lonely
with no one to write.·1 promise
to answer all who write. By the
way. I'm here for possession of
grass. (Smile). If you would
post this for me I ,would
forever be in your debt. I
would like to thank you for
your time and- any
consideration given towards me
and my present situation.
Sincerely.
Gary R. tusk No. 138-280
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140'*********~
News Shorts ..•
From Page 2
ENJOY YOUR HAMBURGER,
YOU SADIST!
The Association of
Aemrican Vegetarians asks that
the Inkwell pass on these
soothing words to the
unenlightened omnivores of
Armstrong:
"The practice of eating
animals is causing suffering and
death to animals, to us through
meat-related diseases, to the
planet through the
accumulation of insecticides,
and to the twenty million who
will starve to death this year.
Vegetarians Leonardo Do
Vinci, Leo - Tolstoy, G. B.
Shaw, Francis of Assisi,
Gandhi, Thoreau, and rnillions
of others have refrained from
eating meat because it is an
innocent slaughtered animal,
unjustly raised only to be
butchered and eaten. Ethical
vegetarians believe that the
eating of meat violates
reverence for life, nonviolence,
and the spark of soul in
everything that creeps and
crawls.
The American Cancer
Society has labeled meat the
No. 1 cause of intestinal
cancer. The American Heart
Association has linked animal
fat to America's soaring rate of
cardio-vascular diseases. U
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From Page-3
student. .
What I have stated III my
article is true and there are
student .se na tors who
concur with me. In the futlire
it may be wise to foDow an old
maxim: "If the shoe fits, weer
it."
Dear Tom, hi
I regret the tone of t IS
letter, for I am about to throw
a rock at Inkwell. Do as you
feel is best for the paper with
future articles but hands off
my poetry - so I specifically
stated in my last letter to you.
If my -poerns can be used by
Inkwell - that is good and fine;
but I will not tolerate any
words or order of the poems
being changed. In that sense, I
feel that I never wrote the
poem and the meaning to the
context belongs to someone
else.
I am not extremely angry
over it being my poem per se
Academica page 6 Inkwell,
October 16, 1974; I don't
function as a writer of poetry
to flatter my ego. But I do
have a : "Writer's Nervous
Breakdown" in thinking poesy.
When that thinking process is
indiscriminately thrown into
an already "cooking pot" of
someone elses fancy on how
something should be written,
then I feel that the brain
process of though t has been -
technically- robbed.
If the printers are simply
9-5 jobbers, I suggest they
search out other employement
for unforgivable direliction of
duty towards another persons
effort in thinking. You are the
editor of Inkwell, and I am
surprised that such editor is
careless in proofreading the
newspaper that functions with
success and respect for its
writers and contributors.
Very Truly,
John M. Ocon
Mr. Slow Fuming to Ignition
LawOpens ...
From Page 2
reports. And what is an official
me? Are notes of an interview
made by a school's staff
psychiatrist to be made
available to a student?"
Morse said he feared that
schools will probably have to
rely more and more "on
rna the matieal, objective,
non-interpretable statistics -
namely grades and test scores."
Meanwhile, most schools
have been reviewing their
policies on record-keeping and
are developing standards as to
what should be in cumulative
student folders in the first
place. According to Higher
Education Daily, school
administrators are being
advised to "purge their
cumulative files of materials
.which do not appropriately
serve the student and the
school."
-Ed
~~r.2.l 914
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wish to entertain the motion
that yow poem was tapered with
deliberately, it is indeed your
choice. However, I must saythat
the mistake was not precon-
ceived on my part, but rather
the product of one person's
attempt to proofread the en-
tire paper. Let me take this
opportunity to ask any student
of ASC to help me. I read on
Monday mornings, from 8:00
A.M. to II :00 A.M.
Again as to the tone of your
letter--?? You seem very obscur.
Do you wish to blame me or
not? If you wish to take themis-
take personally, feel free to do so.
I am glad that all of the other
contributors to this rag aremore
considerate than you. If they
were not I seriously doubt that
we could ever keep a staff.
I truly enjoy your work, and .
I hope to receive poetry from
you in the future, but try to
identify with those 10 whomyou
contribute. After all. .to err
human, ri t? '. Ed
ACAutlVlIL
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176·page, mail order catalog
of 5500 topics. Enclose
'$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).
519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
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